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ABSTRACT: Thermodynamic stability represents one important constraint on protein
evolution, but the molecular basis for how mutations that change stability impact fitness
remains unclear. Here, we demonstrate that a prevalent global suppressor mutation in
TEM β-lactamase, M182T, increases fitness by reducing proteolysis in vivo. We also show
that a synthetic mutation, M182S, can act as a global suppressor and suggest that its
absence from natural populations is due to genetic inaccessibility rather than fundamental
differences in the protein’s stability or activity.

■ INTRODUCTION

Enzymes involved in antibiotic resistance are subject to strong
selective pressures due to the prevalence of antibiotics in clinical
and agricultural environments. Although these enzymes first
evolved to combat naturally occurring antibiotics (e.g.,
penicillin) and predate modern antibiotic usage,1 they can
quickly evolve activity against synthetic antibiotics designed by
humans. TEM β-lactamase, for example, is a family of enzymes
that catalyze the hydrolysis of β-lactam antibiotics and
represents one of the most prevalent mechanisms of microbial
resistance observed in clinical settings.2 The first variant
identified, TEM-1, confers resistance to penicillins but not
later-generation cephalosporins like cefotaxime; however, a
single missense mutation in TEM can increase resistance to
cefotaxime by several orders of magnitude.3 Currently, over 200
clinical variants of TEM have been identified, and they differ in
sequence at anywhere from one to a dozen positions that occur
throughout the three-dimensional structure.4 While these
differences in sequence do little to change the native structure
of the enzyme, they do have an impact on thermodynamic
stability, activity, and organismal fitness. For instance, TEM-52,
which differs from TEM-1 at three positions (out of 263 total),
has a Cα RMSD of 0.99 Å with TEM-1 (Figure 1) but increases
cefotaxime resistance by 500-fold.5 One of the substitutions in
this variant, G238S, has been shown to exhibit a so-called
stability−activity tradeoff:6 it increases activity against cefotax-
ime by 100-fold but decreases thermostability of the enzyme by
5 °C.6

Stability−activity tradeoffs are a well-established phenomen-
on in molecular evolution. Missense mutations that alter a
protein’s function can be selected if they increase organismal
fitness, but because change-of-function substitutions often occur
at positions buried in the protein’s structure, they also tend to
reduce protein stability. In the ribonuclease barnase, for
example, substituting acidic residues with basic residues in the

active site relieves electrostatic strain but reduces activity.7

Similarly, optimizing interactions between side chains in the
active site of T4 lysozyme comes at the cost of binding the
reaction’s transition state.8 In both cases, the protein’s stability is
enhanced whereas catalysis suffers. When an enzyme evolves
new functions, the inverse is likely to occur, and the enzymemay
become destabilized. From a thermodynamic perspective,
stability reflects the population of folded, functional molecules,
so at some threshold, destabilization will exact a fitness cost. In
this way, thermodynamic stability represents one important
constraint on protein evolution, and stabilizing mutations are
important for evolutionary innovation. Indeed, it has been
observed that stabilizing mutations enhance evolvability,9,10 or
the ability of a protein to undergo adaptive evolution in both
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Figure 1. Overlay of TEM-1 (PDB 1BTL, shown in gray) and the
extended spectrum variant TEM-52 (PDB 1HTZ, shown in blue).
Position 238 lines the active site and is separated from position 182 by
∼18 Å (shown in yellow spheres).
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natural settings11 and laboratory evolution experiments.12 By
characterizing mutations that restore stability to evolving
proteinsand identifying new oneswe can better understand
the nature of physical constraints on molecular evolution and
identify the specific molecular mechanisms at play.
Understanding the precise relationship between TEM

stability and organismal fitness is complicated by the fact that
TEM populates a partially folded intermediate at equilibrium.
Intermediates are commonparticularly in multidomain
proteinsbut their role in protein evolution is not well
understood. It has been suggested that intermediates exact a
fitness cost due to their tendency to aggregate,13,14 but
numerous studies have demonstrated that intermediates can
be eliminated with minor sequence changes,15−18 implying that
they are not necessarily selected against. We sought to approach
this issue by determining whether the intermediateand
specifically its stabilitywas important in the evolution of β-
lactamase. Because we can detect and measure the stabilities of
TEM’s native and intermediate states using a combination of
circular dichroism (CD) and intrinsic fluorescence, we can
determine the effects of mutations on both and draw
connections to organismal fitness.
G238S is also found in clinical settings in combination with

another substitution, M182T, which restores stability and acts as
a suppressor of misfolding and aggregation.19 A previous work
demonstrated that M182T stabilizes the native state but does
not impact the stability of an equilibrium intermediate.20 M182S
is a synthetic stabilizing mutation in TEM that has not been
observed in nature. BothM182T andM182S stabilize the native
state (N) of TEM by 3−4 kcal/mol but do not affect the stability
of a partially unfolded intermediate (I) present at equilibrium.20

Because wild type’s global stability, defined as the free energy
difference between N and the unfolded state (U), is already
quite high (ΔGNU = 14.8 kcal/mol), it is unclear whether
additional stabilization offers any fitness advantage. Indeed,
while M182T is a common mutation in extended-spectrum β-
lactamases, it is most often observed in combination with other
mutations rather than on its own. This is a classic example of
evolution reconciling stability−activity tradeoffs: primary
mutations, like G238S, increase activity against new antibiotics
but tend to be destabilizing; and secondary mutations, like
M182T, restore stability but may not offer much fitness
advantage on their own.6

Here, we examine M182T and M182S alone and in
combination with G238S to determine whether there are
fundamental differences between clinical versus synthetic
mutations and to determine the extent to which stability and
activity contribute to fitness.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein Expression and Purification. Overexpression

plasmids were constructed by subcloning TEM-1 into a pET24
vector (Life Technologies) with its native export signal sequence
replaced by the OmpA signal sequence to maximize export
efficiency.21 Variants were constructed via site-directed muta-
genesis and verified by DNA sequencing. Plasmids were
transformed into BL21(DE3) cells (Life Technologies) for
expression under a T7 promoter control. Cells were induced
with 1mM IPTG atOD= 0.6 and grown at 18 °C for 15 h before
harvesting.
TEM β-lactamases were isolated from the periplasmic fraction

using osmotic shock lysis: Cells were resuspended in 30 mM
Tris-Cl, pH 8, and 20% sucrose and stirred for 10 min at room

temperature. After centrifugation, the pellet was resuspended in
ice-cold 5 mM MgSO4 and stirred for 10 min at 4 °C. After
centrifugation, the supernatant was dialyzed against 20 mM
sodium acetate, pH 5.5, and purified using cation exchange
chromatography (HiTrap Capto S column, GE Healthcare). All
variants eluted between 10 and 20% NaCl. Proteins were
concentrated, dialyzed in storage buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 8.0),
and final concentrations weremeasured in Edelhoch buffer using
calculated extinction coefficients based on the number of
tryptophans, tyrosines, and disulfide bonds.22

Enzyme Activity Measurements. Kinetic parameters of
the β-lactamase variants with benzylpenicillin, ε232 nm = −1096
M−1 cm−1, and cefotaxime, ε265 nm = −6643 M−1 cm−1, were
determined using an Agilent Cary 60 UV−Vis spectropho-
tometer. The kinetic reaction was carried out in a 600 μL total
volume with activity buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate, pH
7.0, 10% glycerol) and a final enzyme concentration of 2−200
nM at 25 °C. To obtain the kinetic parameters Km and kcat, the
data were fit by the Michaelis−Menten equation.

Protein Stability Measurements. Individual samples with
variable concentrations of urea were prepared in 25 mM sodium
phosphate pH 6.6 with∼0.03 mg/mL protein. Samples were left
to equilibrate overnight at room temperature before analysis by
CD and fluorescence spectrometry (1 cm cuvette, 25 °C). CD
data was collected using a Jasco J-815 CD Spectrometer or an
Applied Photophysics Chirascan V100 Spectrometer. CD was
monitored at 222 nm and averaged over 1 min after 1 min of
equilibration at 25 °C in a cell holder. Fluorescence was
collected using a PerkinElmer LS 55 Fluorescence Spectrometer
or Applied Photophysics Chirascan CCD Fluorometer, exciting
at 280 nm and detecting emission at 340 nm.
Fluorescence data were fit by a two-statemodel (N-to-I) using

the linear extrapolation method to determine ΔGNI and mNI in
the absence of urea (eq 1).23 CD data were fit by a three-state
model (U-to-I-to-N) constrained by the average ΔGNI and mNI
values from triplicate fluorescence melts to determineΔGIU and
mIU (eq 2).
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where f N and f I are the fluorescence values of the native and
intermediate states, respectively, fit as lines; ΘN, ΘI, and ΘU are
the CD signals of the native, intermediate, and unfolded states,
respectively, fit as lines; ΔGNI is the free energy change and mNI
is them-value of the N-to-I transition; andΔGIU andmIU are the
free energy and m-value of the I-to-U transition.

Pulse Proteolysis. Pulse proteolysis experiments were
performed according to published protocols.24 Briefly, 100 μL
samples of 0.5 mg/mL protein in buffer (20 mM Tris-Cl pH 8,
10 mM CaCl2) were prepared with varying concentrations of
urea and allowed to equilibrate at room temperature overnight.
To initiate proteolysis, 0.2 mg/mL thermolysin (Promega) was
added to each sample and briefly vortexed. After 1 min, the
reaction mixtures were quenched with 10 mM EDTA, diluted
with loading buffer, and separated using SDS-PAGE (Any kD
Mini-Protean TGX gel, Bio-Rad). It was verified that folded
protein was not degraded during the 1min pulse by performing a
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time course experiment.24 Gels were stained with SYPRO Red
Stain (Lonza) and imaged using a G:box Chemi XT4 system
(Syngene). Bands were quantified using ImageJ.
Immunoblotting and Quantification. Cell cultures were

grown overnight in 50 mL of Mueller-Hinton II media and
kanamycin with the addition of 1 mM IPTG for overexpression
strains. To prepare whole cell samples, cells from 500 μL of
culture (OD600 = 3−4) were diluted with 40−200 μL of loading
buffer, boiled, and spun before loading the supernatant in the
gel. To prepare periplasmic samples, cell pellets from 50 mL
cultures were first equilibrated in 2.0 mL of 20% sucrose buffer
(30 mM Tris-Cl pH 8) containing 1× ProBlock Gold Bacterial
cocktail (GoldBio) and 1 mM EDTA. Then, the outer
membranes were lysed via osmotic shock in 2.0 mL of ice-cold
5 mM MgSO4 containing 1× ProBlock Gold Bacterial cocktail
and centrifuged. Soluble protein samples were made from the
resulting supernatant. The cell pellets were resuspended in 6 M
urea buffer (30 mM Tris−HCl pH 8), spun, and insoluble
protein samples were made from the resulting supernatant. All
samples were boiled for 3 min at 100 °C and centrifuged prior to
loading the supernatant in the gel.
Following separation by SDS-PAGE (Any kD Mini-Protean

TGX gel, Bio-Rad), proteins were transferred to PVDF
membranes (Amersham Life Science) for 12 to 16 h at 30 V.
Membranes were incubated with monoclonal mouse anti- β-
lactamase primary antibody (1:2000 dilution; Invitrogen MA1-
20370) for 45 min followed by a rabbit anti-mouse horseradish
peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody (1,10,000 dilution;
Invitrogen 31457) for 45 min. Binding was detected by using an
ECL substrate kit (Thermo Scientific Pierce) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions and imaged using a G:box Chemi
XT4 system (Syngene). Quantification of bands was performed
using ImageJ and normalized to internal standards of purified
TEM.
Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) Determina-

tion. Escherichia coli strains containing plasmids with various β-
lactamase genes were grown overnight at 37 °C in LB broth with
kanamycin. The antibacterial activity of the compounds was
determined by measuring their minimum inhibitory concen-
trations (MIC) using the broth microdilution method according
to the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI,
formerly the NCCLS) guidelines. Each well of a 96-well
microtiter plate was filled with 50 μL of sterile Mueller Hinton II
cation-adjusted media broth. A total of 50 μL of the compound
solution in media was added to the first column of the microtiter
plate and 2-fold serial dilutions were made down each row of the
plate. A total of 50 μL of bacterial inoculum from overnight LB
cultures in minimal media (5 × 105 CFU/mL) was then added
to each well, giving a total volume of 100 μLminimal media/well
and a compound concentration gradient of 48,000−23 μM(BP)
or 288−0.035 μM (CFX). The plate was incubated at 37 °C for
16−18 h, and then, each well was examined for bacterial growth.
The MIC was recorded as the lowest compound concentration
required to inhibit 90% of bacterial growth as verified by the
turbidity of the culture media relative to a row of wells filled with
a water standard. Water and chloramphenicol were included as
controls in each plate.
Relative Fitness Determination. The native expression

plasmids used for fitness competition assays were derived from
pBR322, which contains bla, and constructed via Gibson
assembly to include KanR and mCherry genes. Missense
mutations were introduced into bla and mCherry by site-
directed mutagenesis. Two plasmids per bla variant were

constructed: one with wild-type mCherry and one with Y72L,
which eliminates its fluorescence.25 Heat shock transformation
into E. coli DH5α (Intact Genomics) was used to construct
strains for fitness competition assays. The two strains to be co-
cultured were grown separately overnight at 37 °C with shaking
at 225 rpm to saturation in LB with 50 μg/L kan. The cultures
were then diluted and combined 1:1 in 10 mL of LB with kan to
a final OD600 nm = 0.02 and grown at 37 °Cwith shaking. Relative
fitnesses remained constant from 16 to 48 h, so 16−18 h of
growth was used. Bacterial populations were monitored by
plating co-culture dilutions on LB + kan agar plates, fluorescence
imaging, counting both fluorescent and non-fluorescent
colonies, and back calculating the co-culture populations. Plate
images were taken with a G:box Chemi XT4 system (Syngene)
using a green LED light and filter 605 nm with 6 × 6 (2MP)
binning and 8−10 s exposure. All the colonies on the bright field
and fluorescent images were counted by hand. Using the colony
and the dilution factors for the pre- and post-competition
cultures, the number of cells in the culture before and after
competitions could be determined and used to calculate the
relative fitness of each strain. The relative fitness was calculated
according to eq 3.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
M182T and M182S Increase Native State Stability. To

determine whether M182S restores stability to G238S in a
similar manner to M182T, we measured the stabilities of TEM
variants containing G238S, M182T, and M182S substitutions
both in isolation and in combination (G238S/M182T and
G238S/M182S). Previous studies used melting temperatures as
a proxy for thermodynamic stability,6 but because TEM appears
to be a two-state in these experiments, it is impossible to
attribute changes in stability to N versus I. This is an important
distinction because global stability may not be the most relevant
when considering fitness impacts. For instance, the native state
stability relative to the intermediate may be more relevant than
its stability relative to a totally unfolded state since like unfolded
states, partially folded states are not active enzymes and may be
prone to aggregation and/or proteolysis.
Using urea-induced denaturation of TEM variants detected

by both intrinsic fluorescence and CD, we can distinguish
impacts on the N-to-I transition from the I-to-U transition
(Figure 2). By CD, I is distinct from both N and U, retaining
about 75% of the native state’s secondary structure. By intrinsic
fluorescence, I is indistinguishable from U, presumably due to
quenching of tryptophans buried in N but solvent-exposed in I
and U. Having distinct probes that are sensitive to each
transition allows us to confidently assign ΔG and m-values. It is
difficult to determine these values otherwise since the number of
parameters results in overfitting the data. Specifically, we can fit
the fluorescence data by a two-state model to determine theΔG
andm-values for the N-to-I transition (ΔGNI andmNI). Then, we
can fix these parameters in a three-state fit of the CD data to
determine ΔGIU and mIU (see the Materials and Methods). The
global parameters (ΔGNU andmNU) are the sum of the individual
transitions.
Dominant stability effects for all individual substitutions

tested are on the native statenot intermediatestabilities.
G238S destabilizes N relative to I by 2.4 kcal/mol, and M182T
and M182S stabilize N relative to I by 3.9 and 4.5 kcal/mol,
respectively. When combined with G238S, both M182T and
M182S fully restore the stability of N (Table 1). The similarities
between M182T and M182S in isolation and in combination
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with the naturally occurring primary mutation G238S are
perhaps unsurprising given their chemical and structural
similarities. Computational modeling suggests that they form
N-capping hydrogen bonds in a helix important to native state
stability, and both assume rotamer conformations that stabilize
the helix.20 These features are both crucial components to the
mechanism, as helix capping alone by M182N is not
stabilizing.20

We were surprised to find that the stability effects are not
additive given that positions 182 and 238 are ∼18 Å apart in
physical space in the crystal structures (Figure 1). Specifically,
the mutations exhibit negative epistasis with regard to stability
since the double mutants are less stable than the sum of their
ΔΔGNIs. It is not clear why G238S diminishes the ability of
M182T or M182S to stabilize N; in fact, it is not clear why the
G238S substitution is destabilizing in the first place. One
possibility is that G238S is destabilizing for the same reason that
it increases activitynamely, that it pins down the Ω-loop via a
hydrogen-bonding interaction with Asn170.26 The Ω-loop is a
highly conserved part of the active site and demonstrates high
mobility. G238S restricts its motion, leading to reduced
conformational heterogeneity of the native ensemble.26

Reducing entropy of the native state would be an unusual,
though not unprecedented,27 mechanism of destabilization.
Indeed, Gly → Xaa substitutions are typically considered a
stabilization strategy due to reduction in the configuration
entropy of the unfolded state,28 but this only holds if the glycine
is more constrained in N than in U, which may not be the case

here. M182T has also been found to restrict the mobility of the
Ω-loop,29 so this shared effect could be the source of epistasis.
Regardless of the specific molecular mechanisms at play, we

observe no differences between the clinical and synthetic
mutations by this metric, as both are stabilizing alone and in
combination with G238S. We next turned to in vivo assays to
determine whether any phenotypic differences could be
detected.

M182T and M182S Increase Protein Abundance. To
determine whether changes in stability have an impact on
cellular contexts, we performed quantitative immunoblotting
experiments to measure the abundance of the TEM variants in
K-12 and B strain E. coli (Table 2 and Figure 3). In Gram-
negative bacteria, TEM is exported to the periplasm where it
degrades antibiotics, targeting the cell-wall synthesis.30 This
process is mediated by a 23-residue signal peptide, or export
sequence, that is cleaved during translocation to generate the
active enzyme.31 We evaluated two constructs, varying in levels
of expression and export to the periplasm. The first design
(overexpression strain) positions the bla gene downstream of an
IPTG-inducible T7 promoter and contains an artificial export
tag from OmpA that is properly processed to generate mature
protein.21 The second design (native expression strain) is a
modified pBR322 vector containing a native promoter and
export sequence that originated from an ampicillin-resistant R
plasmid.32,33 The first design was evaluated in a B strain,
specifically the BL21 (DE3) strain, to facilitate the recognition
of the non-native T7 promoter, and the latter in the K-12 strain
DH5α.
All variants, including wild-type, express solubly in the

periplasm and insolubly in inclusion bodies. Only the soluble,
periplasmic protein contributes to antibiotic resistance since
insoluble protein aggregates in an inactive form in both the
cytoplasm and periplasm.34 Overall, wild-type TEM abundance
is higher in the overexpression strain by ∼20-fold, but the
percentage of soluble protein is higher in the strain with native
expression, suggesting that proper processing and/or trans-
location cannot keep up with the synthesis when overexpressed.
Several themes emerge from the immunoblotting experi-

ments. First, G238S reduces the amount of soluble protein
relative to the wild type. Second, M182T and M182S increase
TEM abundance for both soluble, periplasmic protein and
insoluble protein. Last, the increased abundance occurs to
similar extents whether in the wild-type or G238S background.
We discuss each of these observations below.
Soluble G238S is less abundant than the wild type by ∼5-fold

in the overexpression strain and is undetectable under native
expression. Interestingly, insoluble G238S levels are comparable
to that of the wild type, suggesting that the observed reduction in

Figure 2.Denaturant melts of TEM variants as detected by (A) CD and
(B) intrinsic fluorescence. At least three states are present at
equilibrium as indicated by CD, but only two are detectable by
fluorescence. Because the intermediate and unfolded states have the
same fluorescence signal, these melts highlight the N-to-I transition. All
substitutions studied impact only this transition, which means that they
impact the native state stability but not stability of the intermediate.
Wild-type data appear in gray, closed circles, G238S in black, open
circles, G238S/M182T in blue, open squares, and G238S/M182S in
red, open triangles.

Table 1. Stabilities of TEM Variants

N-to-I transitiona I-to-U transitionb global stability

ΔGNI (kcal mol−1)c mNI (kcal mol−1 M−1)c ΔGIU (kcal mol−1)c mIU (kcal mol−1 M−1)c ΔGNU (kcal mol−1)c mNU (kcal mol−1 M−1)c

wild-type 6.1 ± 0.7 2.1 ± 0.2 8.7 ± 2.0 1.7 ± 0.4 14.8 ± 2.1 3.7 ± 0.4
M182Td 10.0 ± 0.6 2.4 ± 0.2 7.8 ± 0.2 1.7, fixed 17.7 ± 0.4 4.1 ± 0.2
M182Sd 10.6 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 0.1 7.9 ± 0.4 1.7, fixed 18.5 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 0.1
G238S 3.7 ± 0.7 1.9 ± 0.3 8.1 ± 0.8 1.6 ± 0.1 11.9 ± 1.0 3.5 ± 0.3
M182T/G238S 6.1 ± 1.1 1.7 ± 0.3 7.5 ± 3.4 1.6 ± 0.6 13.6 ± 3.6 3.3 ± 0.6
M182S/G238S 6.1 ± 1.3 1.8 ± 0.4 8.2 ± 2.4 1.6 ± 0.5 14.2 ± 2.7 3.5 ± 0.6

aDetermined by a two-state fit to fluorescence emission at 340 nm. bDetermined by a three-state fit to the CD signal at 222 nm with constrained
ΔGNI and mNI values (see Materials and Methods). cErrors are the standard deviations from triplicate measurements. dFrom ref 20.
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soluble G238S is due to increased proteolysis. Indeed,
proteolytic susceptibility in vivo has been found to inversely
correlate with stability35 because unfolded states are better
substrates for proteases. G238S is more likely to unfold than the
wild type, causing it to be more efficiently degraded by proteases
in the periplasm. If, instead, G238S impacted the maturation
processtranslocation or removal of the signal sequencethe
cytosolic protein would have been detected in the insoluble
fraction due to the isolation method used (see the Materials and
Methods).
M182T and M182S increase the abundance of both soluble

and insoluble fractions, suggesting that aggregation prevention is
not a key role in this mutation, as has been previously

proposed.19 Rather, M182T and M182S likely increase soluble
protein abundance by protecting against proteolysis, increasing
the efficiency of maturation (translocation, signal sequence
processing, and folding) or a combination of these strategies.
Indeed, a previous work showed that M182T can reduce
proteolysis of unstable TEM variants.36 Our data support a
model of proteolytic protection by M182T and M182S since a
larger percentage of protein is insoluble in the overexpression
strain. These strains are B strain E. coli, which lack proteases
present in K-12, namely, Lon andOmpT. In the absence of these
proteases, partially or totally unfolded proteins may aggregate
rather than get degraded as they do in the native expression K-12
strain.

Table 2. Soluble and Insoluble Protein Abundance in TEM-Expression Strains

native expression in DH5α overexpression in BL21 (DE3)

protein abundanceb MIC (μM)c protein abundanceb MIC (μM)c

amino acid substitution clinical variant soluble insoluble BP CFX soluble insoluble BP CFX

wild-type TEM-1 0.50 0.10 12,000 0.04 6.78 5.67 24,000 0.04
M182T TEM-135 1.46 0.70 24,000 0.04 12.25 21.28 24,000 0.04
M182S naa 1.18 0.64 24,000 0.04 13.79 16.99 24,000 0.04
G238S TEM-19 0.00 0.00 12,000 2.25 1.48 7.17 6000 4.5
M182T/G238S TEM-20 1.41 0.46 12,000 9 37.55 67.19 12,000 72
M182S/G238S naa 0.72 0.42 12,000 9 16.04 47.02 12,000 72

aNot applicable. Substitution has not been observed in naturally occurring variants. bAbundance based on immunoblotting. Pixels are quantified
using ImageJ and expressed relative to Std. 1 (see the Materials and Methods). cMICs are the most commonly observed concentrations from
triplicate measurements. Error is ± one well, and adjacent wells differ two-fold in concentration.

Figure 3. Immunoblots of E. coli expressing TEM variants. TEM levels in the periplasm and insoluble fraction were quantified using immunoblotting.
Whole cell extracts were prepared by boiling in sample buffer, and periplasmic and insoluble fractions were prepared as described in the Materials and
Methods. Purified wild-type TEM was loaded as a standard at two dilutions (Std. 1 and Std. 2). G238S is much less abundant than the wild type, and
the presence of M182T or M182S increased abundance in all contexts.

Figure 4. Correlations between abundance and stability in the (A) native expression and (B) overexpression strains. Soluble, periplasmic TEM
abundance, as quantified by immunoblotting, has a modest correlation with stability when expression levels are native-like, but no correlation when
overexpressed in a strain lacking Lon and OmpT proteases.
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The last observation is that M182T and M182S have similar
effects on protein abundance whether alone or in combination
with G238S. In the wild-type background, they increase the
amount of soluble protein by ∼2−3-fold. When combined with
G238S, the effects are even more dramatic, increasing
abundance by 10−20-fold. This synergistic effect contrasts
with the negative epistasis observed for stability. Because
M182T andM182S are not as stabilizing as expected in a G238S
background, one might expect that they would not increase
abundance as much as in the wild-type background, assuming
that abundance correlates with stability. Nonetheless, there is a
modest, positive correlation between ΔGNI and abundance of
soluble protein (R2 = 0.55) in the native expression strain
(Figure 4A). Interestingly, there is no correlation in the
overexpression strain (R2 = 0.01; Figure 4B), suggesting that
in this context, low stability does not lead to greater proteolysis.
This may be because this strain is already protease-deficient, and
any existing proteases are overwhelmed by the high concen-
trations of enzyme. The fact that native state stabilities between
G238S and the double mutants only differ by ∼2 kcal/mol also
demonstrates that even small increases in the intermediate and
unfolded populations can result in significantly enhanced
proteolysis.
Because intermediate stability is unaffected by the mutations

studied, it is not possible to determine whether native state
stability relative to the intermediate or unfolded state is more
predictive of abundance. For instance, G238S reduces the native
population and increases populations of I and U by the same
percentage. Still, I represents 0.2% of the G238S population
whereas U is only 0.0000002%, so if the intermediate is
susceptible to proteolysis, this is likely the dominant route. To
test this hypothesis, we performed pulse proteolysis24 to
determine whether the intermediate behaves more like the
native or unfolded states in terms of proteolytic susceptibility. In
this experiment, samples are equilibrated with varying
concentrations of denaturant and then subjected to a brief
“pulse” with thermolysin. Samples are separated using SDS-
PAGE, and full-length protein is quantified. Unfoldedand
potentially partially foldedproteins are degraded during the
pulse, so only natively folded protein is detected. Performing this
experiment with wild-type TEM, we determined that the
partially folded intermediate is degraded along with unfolded
protein. This is evident from the striking agreement with
fluorescence denaturation, which also tracks the N-to-I
transition (Figure 5). Thus, while we cannot entirely rule out
the importance of intermediate stability to proteolytic
susceptibility, our evidence suggests that unfolding to I is
sufficient to result in degradation.
M182T and M182S Do Not Impact Activity. Because

abundance is just one component of an enzyme’s ability to
protect against antibiotics, we next measured the in vitro
activities of the variants against two antibiotics: benzylpenicillin
(BP) and cefotaxime (CFX). Consistent with a previous work,30

we observe that G238S has a much higher intrinsic catalytic
efficiency than wild-type TEM against CFX (100-fold) but
slightly lower against BP (3-fold) (Table 3). Although Kms for
CFX cannot be directly compared, since the wild-type enzyme
does not exhibit saturation under the conditions tested, G238S’s
higher activity is likely due to a lowerKm, since it also has a lower
Km for the structurally similar BP. The reaction mechanism
proceeds via formation of an acyl-enzyme intermediate, so Km
reflects both affinity of the substrate for the enzyme (KS) and
acylation/deacylation rates.37 When acylation is rate-limiting, as

it is for CFX,38 Km approximates KS, so this reduced Km suggests
enhanced substrate binding by G238S. This would be consistent
with the proposed model of G238S pinning down the Ω-loop
and stabilizing binding-competent conformations.26

There have beenmixed reports in the literature about whether
M182T decreases activity slightly or has no effect,6,13,26 but our
data show that there is a modest decrease for both BP and CFX
(2-fold). In combination with G238S, the activity more closely
resembles G238S than M182T alone with the same reduced Km
and a much higher activity against CFX relative to the wild type.
A similar pattern is observed for M182S and G238S/M182S.
Overall, and consistent with previous reports, we find that

G238S broadens the substrate specificity by increasing activity
against CFX and only slightly reducing activity against BP.
Neither M182T nor M182S have much of an impact on activity
in either wild-type or G238S backgrounds, so any fitness
advantages that they confer are not derived from more efficient
catalysis.

M182T and M182S Increase Fitness Only in Combina-
tion with G238S.We have shown that M182T and M182S are
stabilizing mutations that do not impact the intrinsic activity of
TEM, but in what contexts, if any, do they offer fitness
advantages? To address this question, we measured fitness using
two different approaches: The first determines minimum
inhibitory concentrations (MICs) of antibiotics,39 which is a
standard fitness metric for TEM and other resistance
mechanisms. The second determines relative fitness based on
head-to-head competition assays40 and is a more versatile and
sensitive approach, as explained further below.
MIC data reveal epistasis between G238S and both M182T

and M182S, revealing a fitness advantage only when combined.
Alone, M182T and M182S resemble the wild type and have no
effect on MIC values for either drug, which is mirrored by their
shared catalytic constants (Table 3). Interestingly, there are also
greater quantities of insoluble protein in M182T and M182S
strains, indicating that aggregation is not, in and of itself,
detrimental to fitness. The double mutants (M182T/G238S and
M182S/G238S), however, exhibit a higher resistance relative to
G238S alone despite having similar catalytic constants, likely
due to the ability of M182T and M182S to increase abundance
(Table 2).
To explore this idea further, we assessed whether catalytic

constants and/or abundance were predictive of the measured
MIC values. TheMIC values for BP correlate better with kcat (R

2

Figure 5. Pulse proteolysis of wild-type TEM (black circles) overlaid
with the fit to intrinsic fluorescence denaturation data (gray line).
Samples are equilibrated in varying concentrations of urea and treated
with thermolysin for a short pulse designed to leave the native state
intact. Close agreement with intrinsic fluorescence, which tracks the N-
to-I transition, demonstrates that I has similar proteolytic susceptibility
to U.
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= 0.43 and R2 = 0.92, Figure 6A) than kcat/Km (R2 = 0.00 and R2

= 0.50; SI Figure 1). This would make sense if the drug
concentrations are well above Km, meaning the enzymes are
saturated and kcat is the relevant rate constant. While this
condition is met in the extracellular environment, it has been
shown that BP concentrations in the E. coli periplasm can be
orders of magnitude lower than in the media,41 making the
mechanistic relationship to kcat less clear. Overall, correlations
are more pronounced in the overexpression stains, but when
differences in abundance are taken into account, the correlation
for native expression is improved (R2 = 0.90; SI Figure 2A).
MIC values for CFX, on the other hand, are well below theKm,

and so we would expect kcat/Km to be the relevant rate constant.
Indeed, there is good correlation between activity and MIC for
both native and overexpression strains (R2 = 0.75 and R2 = 0.62;
Figure 6B). To our surprise, the correlations do not improve
when abundance is included (R2 = 0.72 and R2 = 0.69; SI Figure

3). Previous studies with a similar set of variants concluded that
thermostability does not impact fitness because including
stability did not improve their correlations with MIC.42 We
interpret this result with caution, given the limitations of the
assay and the small datasets, since it is clear from our data that
M182T andM182S improve CFXMIC values relative to G238S
alone, and that the likely molecular mechanism is a higher
abundance of soluble protein in the periplasm. One explanation
is that abundance contributes to fitness only in limited
contextsfor instance, when an enzyme has low activity, like
for CFX but not BP, or when strains are competing against one
another in the same milieu, as in natural populations.
To test whether the fitness advantages conferred by M182T

and M182S in G238S-containing strains are altered in more
natural contexts, we measured relative fitnesses of strains
competing head-to-head in the presence of sublethal drug
concentrations. Relative fitness is determined by measuring

Table 3. In Vitro Catalytic Activities of TEM Variants

benzylpenicillin (BP) cefotaxime (CFX)

kcat (s
−1)b Km (μM)b kcat/Km (μM−1 s−1) kcat (s

−1)b Km (μM)b kcat/Km (μM−1 s−1)

wild-type 1286.2 ± 112.6 51.0 ± 11.9 25.22 ± 6.29 nda nda 2.03 × 10−3 ± 0.05 × 10−3

M182T 1107.3 ± 52.5 77.7 ± 8.4 14.25 ± 1.69 nda nda 9.48 × 10−4 ± 0.34 × 10−4

M182S 1242.9 ± 47.8 76.3 ± 6.77 16.29 ± 1.57 nda nda 8.34 × 10−4 ± 0.39 × 10−4

G238S 72.6 ± 3.2 9.6 ± 2.1 7.59 ± 1.71 49.0 ± 3.5 186.2 ± 22.4 0.26 ± 0.04
M182T/G238S 93.5 ± 1.4 5.6 ± 0.6 16.64 ± 1.68 78.5 ± 3.2 215.0 ± 14.0 0.37 ± 0.03
M182S/G238S 77.4 ± 1.4 7.1 ± 0.7 10.90 ± 1.14 80.9 ± 10.1 315.0 ± 58.0 0.26 ± 0.06

aNot determined. kcat/Km was determined by a linear fit because the saturation behavior was not observed at the highest measurable substrate
concentration. bErrors are standard errors of the fits to average values of triplicate measurements at each substrate concentration.

Figure 6.Correlations between in vitro activities andMICs for (A) BP and (B) CFX. kcat and kcat/Km correlate withMICs for BP andCFX, respectively,
suggesting that an enzyme’s intrinsic activity for its substrate is predictive of its fitness.

Table 4. Relative Fitness of Competing Strains

relative to the wild type (TEM-1)b relative to G238Sb relative to M182T/G238Sb

amino acid substitution clinical variant no drugs 5 mM BP 30 nM CFX 500 nM CFX 1500 nM CFX

M182T TEM-135 0.97 ± 0.06 0.95 ± 0.07 0.85 ± 0.15 ndc ndc

M182S naa 1.00 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.08 1.06 ± 0.38 ndc ndc

G238S TEM-19 1.02 ± 0.09 0.66 ± 0.18 2.75 ± 1.14
M182T/G238S TEM-20 0.98 ± 0.04 0.99 ± 0.05 1.59 ± 0.12 1.61 ± 0.01
M182S/G238S naa 1.04 ± 0.06 0.96 ± 0.03 1.84 ± 0.21 1.60 ± 0.02 1.03 ± 0.08

aNot applicable. Substitution has not been observed in naturally occurring variants. bErrors are standard deviations from triplicate measurements.
cNot determined.
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growth rates of two or more strains in liquid culture inoculated
in equal proportions.40 The plasmids containing the bla genes
were modified to include constitutive expression of either
mCherry, which fluoresces red, or a non-fluorescence variant of
mCherry containing the Y72L substitution.25 Two variants were
competed at a timeone harboring the fluorescent mCherry
and one with the non-fluorescent variant. Samples from the co-
culture were plated and resulting colonies counted after mixing
(t = 0) and at later time points to determine the relative growth
rates, used here to represent their relative fitness, Wij:
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where Ninitial is the number of colony-forming units at t = 0 and
Nfinal is the number at the final time point.
In the absence of antibiotics and in the presence of sublethal

concentrations of BP, all strains have the same fitness as the wild
type (Table 4). The concentration of BP used, 5 mM, is
comparable or slightly higher than concentrations in the sera of
patients treated for infection,43 which means that in clinical
settings, these variants have no selective advantage or
disadvantage. In the presence of 30 nMCFX, G238S-containing
strains are about twice as fit as the wild type but similar to one
another. This is, perhaps, less of a difference than might be
expected given their MICs, which indicate that G238S-
containing strains have CFX MICs that are 50−100 times
higher than the wild type. This highlights one difference
between the methods of fitness determination and suggests that
MICs represent an upper bound of strain fitness since they do
not account for mixed culture conditions where strains can
directly impact one another. For instance, because TEM is
exported to the periplasm, it is likely that the enzyme produced
by one cell offers some protection to its neighbors by removing
excess drug from the local environment, as would occur in
natural settings. This would explain why in isolation G238S
appears to offer a much larger fitness advantage over the wild
type than when they are cultured together. Competitions in the
presence of more physiological concentrations of cefotaxime
were not possible since all the strains’ MICs are well below
concentrations found in treated patient sera (∼450 mM)44 even
as they meet the CLSI definition for cefotaxime resistance (8
mM).45 However, at the highest concentrations tested, the
double mutants were 1.6 times more fit than G238S with no
fitness differences between the double mutants.
Taken together, the fitness data reveal that M182T and

M182S interact with G238S to increase resistance against CFX
but not BP. In the background of the wild type, however, M182T
andM182S have nomeasurable impact on fitness. Because these
mutations impact stability but not activity, it is likely that
stability effects are the source of epistasis. We observe that
stability correlates with abundance in the cellwith less stable
proteins like G238S being more prone to proteolysis rather than
aggregationand the higher enzyme concentrations enable
greater resistance and faster growth rates.
M182S Will Evolve under Neutral Drift. By all metrics,

M182S is indistinguishable from M182T. In vitro activities and
stabilities are the same whether in the wild-type or G238S
backgrounds. Also, in vivo, there are no detectable differences in
fitness under any conditions tested. From a protein perspective,
there is every reason to expect that this mutation is adaptive and

should exist in natural populations. Or, taken another way, its
absence from natural populations does not indicate that it is not
adaptive. So why is it that M182S has not (yet) been observed
clinically?
If we take a step back and look at the larger family of

structurally related β-lactamases (specifically subclass A146),
TEM appears to be the exception rather than the rule: Thr at
position 182 is the ancestral state and Met is present only in the
TEM lineage.47 Ser is observed in certain derived lineages, too,
further highlighting the degeneracy of Ser and Thr at this
position. From this perspective, the more salient question may
be why TEM lost Thr rather than why it reacquires it under high
selective pressure.
As our data definitively demonstrate, the most consequential

difference between M182T and M182S is not the effect of the
amino acid substitution on the protein’s properties but in the
genetic accessibility of the mutation. A single nucleotide change
is sufficient for M182T (ATG → ACG), whereas two changes
are required for M182S. Two substitutions at this locus in a
single generation are very unlikely, and so Thr is the more
probable substitution, assuming that you start from the wild-
type Met codon.
However, positive selection is only one way that mutations

can get fixed in a population. More commonly, fixation occurs
under neutral drift conditions, albeit far more slowly than when
under selection, with a probability of fixation equal to the
mutation rate.48 Because M182S is a neutral change relative to
M182T, and only one nucleotide substitution is required to
change from Thr to Ser (ACG → TCG, for example), we can
calculate the time until fixation, assuming that you start with the
Thr codon:

=
×

time
1

mutation rate generation time

fixation of a specific neutral mutation

(4)

For bacteria, mutation rates are typically cited as 10−7 to 10−9

but can be 10−100-fold higher under high selective
pressures.49,50 Using eq 4 and assuming 10−7 errors per base
pair per generation and 20 min per division, you would expect
fixation of a givenmutation to occur in 380 years. It is reasonable
to assume that although TEM predates human antibiotic usage,
M182T has increased in prevalence more recently due to human
use of β-lactam antibiotics and inhibitors. Widespread use of β-
lactam antibiotics developed in the 1950s,51 so there has been
∼70 years of opportunity for neutral drift to drive change from
Thr to Ser at position 182. Simply put, there has not been
enough time to observe fixation of M182S under neutral drift
conditions. However, because mutation rates in bacteria are
highly variableand can be particularly high in pathogenic
strains50wemight expect to observeM182S in clinical isolates
in as little as 38 years (with a 10−6 mutation rate). Thus, it is
possible that this substitution might yet appear.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The ability to predict the impact of missense mutations on
fitnessand to anticipate adaptive mutations before they
ariseis a central goal in molecular genetics. Here, we
demonstrate that adopting a protein-centric view can only get
you so far. Coupling in vitro characterization of protein activity
and stability with quantitative measurements of fitness, we have
determined that the synthetic mutation M182S is no different
from the naturally occurring M182T. Both share the same
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catalytic activity as the wild-type enzyme, stabilize the native
state, and suppress proteolysis, leading to a higher abundance of
both soluble and insoluble enzymes. The fact that two
nucleotide substitutions are required to acquire M182S makes
it less accessible at the genetic level, but given enough time, we
predict this mutation will also arise in natural populations under
neutral drift. We also discovered lessons about how stability and
activity of enzymes involved in antibiotic resistance can
contribute to fitness: first, intrinsic activity is the main parameter
underlying fitness of naturally occurring variants. Any variant
with prohibitively low stability will be purged from the
population, so any naturally occurring variant is stable enough.
This suggests the threshold behavioranything over a critical
value is sufficientrather than fitness tracking with stability over
a broad range. Second, genetic context matters. We found that a
higher stability was more important when the enzyme was not
overexpressed and that this effect was likely mediated by the
presence of proteases. Last, aggregation in and of itself does not
necessarily exact a fitness cost. In this case, the presence of
partially and fully unfolded states is problematic due to loss-of-
function rather than gain-of-function toxicity from aggregates.
Since intermediates are more prevalent than unfolded states, it is
important to consider their accessibility when exploring how
stability constrains protein evolution and evolvability.
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